DRIVER INSPECTION FOR PROPER OPERATION
THE QPOD FRONT MECHANISM INSPECTION
handle firmly pressed back against the rubber grommet in the stowed position,
❏❏With
ensure retractor webbing moves freely in and out by pulling on J-hook.
J-hook out several inches then pull trigger if equipped and tighten handle (4 to 6
❏❏Pull
clicks) by moving it towards the aisle. Ensure that the handle locks at each ratchet or
‘click’ sound.

handle in a secured or locked position, ensure that the retractor automatically
❏❏With
locks and that the self-tensioning feature takes up any additional slack in the
webbing.

release the mechanism, pull trigger if equipped or rotate yellow handle and return
❏❏To
to its stowed position.
the front retractor hook and webbing and identify that the webbing goes thru
❏❏Check
the floating scooter ring.

❏❏Check the tensioner webbing to ensure it is not cut, frayed, twisted or damaged.

QPOD BARRIER COMPONENT INSPECTION
PADDLE HANDLE AND REAR RETRACTORS:
the paddle handle outward on the barrier. An audible alarm and red LED light
❏❏Lift
indicate that power is supplied to the unit. The handle will stay open or in the on

position for 15 seconds. During this time you can freely pull the rear retractor hooks
and webbing in and out.

the hooks and webbing extended out of the barrier, let the handle expire or
❏❏With
close. Retractors should self retract and self lock. No webbing should be able to be
extended until the handle is pulled again.

❏❏Check to ensure retractor webbing is not cut, frayed, twisted, or damaged.

NEXT »

QPOD BUMPER ASSEMBLY INSPECTION
bumper assembly has no moving parts and comes set up under the seat ready for
❏❏The
use. The bumper assembly is mounted to the underside of the three-passenger longitudinal flip-up seat with 6 fasteners. Inspect for cosmetic damage and sharp edges.

INSPECT AND TEST THE VERTICAL LAP BELT AND SHOULDER BELT ASSEMBLIES
AISLE-SIDE FEMALE LAP BELT IS AN AUTOMATIC LOCKING RETRACTOR (ALR)
WALL-SIDE MALE LAP AND SHOULDER BELT IS AN EMERGENCY LOCKING RETRACTOR (ELR)
ALR ISLE-SIDE LAP BELT:
the female buckle and webbing out to its farthest point. While allowing the
❏❏Pull
buckle and webbing to retract slowly back into the unit, routinely stop and pull on the
buckle and webbing. The retractor shall not allow the release of additional webbing
until the buckle is returned to within approximately six inches of the barrier.

ELR WALL-SIDE LAP BELT:
the male buckle and webbing out to its farthest point. While allowing the buckle
❏❏Pull
and webbing to retract slowly back into the unit, routinely jerk on the male buckle and

webbing, testing its locking function. The retractor should lock at each pull. The ELR is a
free-wheeling retractor and should move smoothly in and out when not rapidly pulled.

ELR WALL-SIDE SHOULDER BELT:
the shoulder belt from the belt stowage clip on the upper section of the
❏❏Release
barrier. The shoulder belt is a free-wheel design; pull the shoulder belt out in jerking
motion to test its locking function. Pull the shoulder belt webbing out slowly and
allow it to retract slowly back into the unit.

the lap and shoulder belt webbing to ensure it is not cut, frayed, twisted,
❏❏Check
damaged.

AISLE SIDE LAP BELT EMERGENCY RELEASE
BUTTON INSPECTION:
female lap belt emergency release button is located on the lower aisle side of the
❏❏The
barrier. While pushing the emergency release button pull the aisle side female lap belt

buckle out of the barrier extending 12 to 16 inches. Webbing should free wheel in and
out when the button is depressed.

DISPOSITION:

o PASS o FAIL

INSPECTED BY_________________________________________________________________________________
PLEASE CONTACT Q’STRAINT ENGINEERING FOR ANY ISSUES OR CLARIFICATIONS.
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